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1 IntroductionUnderstanding the ow of groundwater is an important scienti�c and engineeringproblem, from many points of view. From resource conservation to municipalplanning to contaminant tracking and clean up, models of groundwater ow provideessential decision making tools. One of the more di�cult issues in using models in�eld situations is the calibration of model parameters to the values at a particularsite. In this paper, we address analytical and numerical problems associated withestimating parameters in a groundwater model.The basic model of steady state ow of groundwater in saturated soil is theelliptic equation r � (krh) = 0 x 2 
; (1)where k is the hydraulic conductivity, h is the hydraulic head, and 
 is a subsurfaceregion (in IR2 or IR3) of interest. The equation (1) is based on Darcy's empirical law,which states that groundwater velocity is proportional to the hydraulic gradientv = �krh; (2)which, when combined with incompressibility and conservation of mass arguments,leads to (1). The references [FC, Chapter 2] and [Be, Chapter 7] provide a detaileddiscussion of the Darcy model.In order to determine the groundwater ow velocity, one must solve (1), forwhich we need to know the function k and the boundary values of h. The inverseproblem of interest here is the determination of the function k and g = hj@
 frompointwise or distributed observations. In general one expects k to be discontinuous1



(due, e.g., to layering in the subsurface), and it is not known a priori where thesediscontinuities lie. Thus, in the inverse problem we must search for k's from avery general class of functions, and in the forward problem we must consider weaksolutions.We assume that we are given data points fĥign1i=1 and fk̂jgn2j=1, which correspondto observations of h at the points xi and of (1=j!j j) R!j k(x) dx in which !j denotes a\small" set in 
 and jAj denotes the Lebesgue measure ofA (the averaging nature ofthis observation operator is based on the borehole owmeter measurement device:see [RBG])To determine parameters based on these data, we de�ne the least squares costfunctional J(k; g) = n1Xi=1 jh(xi; k; g)� ĥij2 + n2Xj=1��� 1j!j j Z!j k(x) dx � k̂j ���2 (3)which is to be minimized over some appropriate collection K�G of functions k andg: In general, there are two main obstacles to implementation of this approach: thefunction h mush be computed numerically and the set K�G must be approximatedby a �nite dimensional set. Thus, for computational purposes, we minimizeJN(k; g) = n1Xi=1 jhN(xi; k; g)� ĥij2 + n2Xj=1��� 1j!jj Z!j k(x) dx� k̂j ���2 (4)over a set KM � GM : The abstract least squares theory of Banks (see, e.g., [BK,pp. 143�.]) lays out general conditions that must be satis�ed in order to guaranteeconvergence of minimizers of of JN to minimizers of J: The continuous dependenceand convergence results we present here allow the application of these abstractleast squares methods. 2



We note here that the pointwise nature of the observation operator introducessome di�culties due to the fact that H1(
) is not continuously imbedded in C(�
)in dimensions higher than 1. We shall use a form of Harnack's inequality toobtain the appropriate continuous dependence. Typically, one either assumes adistributed measurement ĥ(�) in which one observes the hydraulic head (see, e.g.[G]), or one averages the hydraulic head over a small region, which changes theobservation operator to 1j!jj R!j h(x; g; k) dx: Either case requires only L2 continuityof the solution h with respect to the parameters. Another possibility is to useparameters k having much more regularity than L1 (see [KW] or [BK, ChapterVI] and the references therein). Here, we derive pointwise continuity of h with nomore than the usual coercivity and boundedness requirements for wellposedness.For approximations, we use additional regularity on k; and we relax the regularityas the mesh becomes �ner.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briey review wellposednessissues and a prioi estimates for solutions of elliptic boundary value problems. Sec-tion 3 contains the main continuous dependence and convergence of approximationresults, and we conclude in Section 4 with some remarks on implementation andfuture studies.2 Properties of the Elliptic Boundary ValueProblemIn this section, we recall some important results from analysis and approximationin elliptic partial di�erential equations such as (1). We denote by Hk = Hk(
)3



and Hk0 = Hk0 (
) the usual Sobolev spaces of weakly di�erentiable functions.Throughout, we assume that 
 is a bounded open subset of IRm: The notationf j@
 is used in general to denote the trace of an H1 function. We also use thenotation Hs(@
) to denote the fractional order (i.e., s > 0 real) trace spaces ofLions (see, e.g., [W, Chapter I.3]).To solve the di�erential equation (1) subject to the boundary condition hj@
 =g; we seek a function h 2 H1 of the form h = u + G; where G 2 H1 satis�esGj@
 = g and where u 2 H10 satis�esr � �kru� krG� = 0 (5)in 
: It is well known (see, e.g., [W, p. 129]) that there is a bounded linear extensionoperator Z:H1=2(@
)! H1 such that the trace of Zf is f; for each f 2 H1=2(@
):The determination of h is then based on solving (5) for u: Mulitplying in (5) by atest function � and integrating by parts, we have�k(u; �) = Fg;k(�); (6)in which the bilinear form �k:H10 �H10 ! IR is given by�k(�; ) = Z
 k(x)r�(x) � r (x) dx; (7)and the bounded linear functional Fg;k:H10 ! IR is given by Fg;k(�) =R
 k(x)rG(x) �r�(x) dx; in which G = Z(g) 2 H1:We summarize the applicationof the Lax-Milgram theorem and the weak maximum principle in the followingtheorem (see [T,p. 267 and W, p. 271] for details of the proof).4



Theorem 2.1 If the domain 
 is a bounded open set with Lipschitz continuousboundary @
, if g 2 H1=2(@
) and k 2 L1(
), and if there exist positive numbers�; � such that � � k(x) � � a.e., then the equation (6) has a unique solutionu 2 H10 ; and the equation (1) has a unique solution h 2 H1 satisfying hj@
 = g:We remark that in the proof of this theorem, which is essentially contained inthe references [T, W], the coercivity and boundedness of � are crucial: � satis�es�k�k2H10 � �k(�; �);j�k(�; )j � �k�kH10 k kH10in which k�k2H10 = R
 jr�(x)j2 dx is the norm on H10 (
):Two other crucial estimates involve the sup norm and higher Sobolev normsof the solution. Below we state these results, which may be found in their fullgenerality in [GT, Chapter 8]. First, we need some notation. If 
0 and 
1 areopen sets, we write 
0 �� 
1 if the closure �
0 is a compact subset of 
1:Theorem 2.2 (Harnack's inequality) If 
 is a bounded open set and if ! �� 
;then there exist constants C; � > 0 such thatkukC�(�!) � CkukL2(
) (8)for each pair u 2 H1; k 2 L1(
) such that 0 < � � k(x) � �; such that r�(kru) =0; where C� denotes as usual the space of H�older continuous functions of exponent�. As noted in [GT], the particular choice of the constants C and � depends onlyon �=� and dist(@
; !), and not on the particular coe�cient function k 2 L15



or solution u 2 H1: In order to establish the desired convergence with respect toapproximations, we shall make use of additional regularity for smooth coe�cients.Theorem 2.3 Suppose that 
 is a bounded open set, k 2 C`;1(�
); such that 0 <� � k(x) � �; and h 2 H1(
) satis�es (1). Then h 2 H2+`(
1); for each open set
1 �� 
: Furthermore, there exists a constant M` such thatkhkH2+`(
1) �M`khkH1(
);in which the constant M` depends only on �; �; kkkC`;1;
1 and 
; and not on h:This result can be found, for example, in [GT, Chapter 8]. Note the additionalregularity required for k: Since both of the above results are \interior" results, theconstants involved do not depend on the boundary values g:Our goal in this paper is to demonstrate continuous dependence and conver-gence of approximation results relevant to the identi�cation of k and g from data.In the next section we analyze solutions of (1) as functions of the coe�cient k andthe boundary data g; and we also analyze the e�ect of approximation.3 Parameter Identi�cation and ApproximationTo begin the parameter estimation problem, we de�ne sets of parameters overwhich we will minimize J and JN : We letK = f� 2 L1(
) : 0 < � � �(x) � �; a:e:x 2 
; TV (�) < �gwhere the total variation TV (�) is de�ned asTV (�) = supnZ
 �(x)(r � F )(x) dx:F 2 C1(�
; IRm); supx2
 jF (x)j � 1o;6



where 
 � IRm with m � 3: In [G] it is proved that K is a compact subset ofL1(
); when 
 is a bounded open set in IRm: For the boundary conditions, we �xa positive constant �; and we setG = f� 2 H 12 (@
) : � 2 H1(@
); k�k2H1(@
) � �g;which is compact in H 12 (@
) if the boundary @
 is Lipschitz continuous (see, e.g.,[W, p. 120]).The wellposedness theorem of the previous section guarantees that for eachk 2 K and g 2 G there exists a unique weak solution to the partial di�erentialequation. The following will show that the weak solution h depends continuouslyon k and g.Lemma 3.1 Let (gn) 2 G be a sequence of functions such that gn ! g in G. Let(kn) 2 K be a sequence of functions such that kn ! k 2 K in the L1-norm. Foreach n, de�ne un 2 H10 (
) to be the Lax-Milgram solution of (6) using kn andGn, where Gn = Z(gn) 2 H1(
) is the extension of gn. Then, un ! u in H1(
)where u is the Lax-Milgram solution using k and G, and G = Z(g) 2 H1(
) is theextension of g.Proof. Let (gn), (kn), (un), and (Gn) be the sequences described above. Usingthe coercivity and boundedness of � (the constants for which are independent ofk 2 K; we have that�kun � uk2H10 � �kn(un � u; un � u)= �kn(un; un � u)� �kn(u; un � u)7



= �kn(un; un � u)� �k(u; un � u) + �k(u; un � u)� �kn(u; un � u)= Fkn;gn(un � u)� Fk;g(un � u) + �k(u; un � u)� �kn(u; un � u)= Z
 krG � r(un � u)� Z
 knrGn � r(un � u)+ Z
 kru � r(un � u)� Z
 knru � r(un � u)= Z
(k � kn)rG � r(un � u) + Z
 knr(G�Gn) � r(un � u)+ Z
(k � kn)ru � r(un � u)� �(Z
 j k � kn j2j rG j2 dx) 12 + �kG�GnkH1(
)+(Z
 j k � kn j2j ru j2 dx) 12�kun � ukH10 (
)Thus, in order to argue convergence of un, then, we must show that the threeterms above, namely,� R
 j k � kn j2j rG j2� R
 j k � kn j2j ru j2� kG�GnkH1(
)tend to 0 as n ! 1: That the last item tends to 0 is a direct result of thecontinuity of the extension operator Z:H 12 ! H1: Since the sequence of functionsjkn � kj is uniformly bounded by 2� and goes to 0 in measure, we may apply thedominated convergence theorem to obtain that the �rst two items tend to 0 (asimilar argument is made in [G]).Based on this result, it is then a simple task to obtain convergence of thefunctions hn = un +Gn to h = u+G; since the H1 and H10 norms are equivalenton H10 : 8



Theorem 3.1 Under the same assumptions as the above theorem, the sequenceof weak solutions (hn) (where hn = un + Gn for each n) converges to h (whereh = u+G) in the H1-norm.Our next task is to convert this convergence to pointwise convergence throughthe use of Harnack's inequality. The following theorem provides the pointwiseconvergence.Theorem 3.2 Under the same assumptions as the previous theorem, we have thatfor each open set !0 with !0 �� 
, hn( � ; gn; kn)! h( � ; g; k) uniformly on !0:Proof. Let !0 be an open set with !0 �� 
: Choose ! open so that !0 �� ! �� 
:From Harnack's inequality (8), as stated above, there exist constants C; � > 0 suchthat kukC�(�!) � CkukL2(
) (9)for each pair u 2 H1; k 2 K such that r � (kru) = 0: We again remark that theparticular choice of the constants C and � depends only on �=� and dist(@
; !).Let B be a bound for the L2(
) norms of the functions hn; and let � > 0: Givenx0 2 �!0; we choose an open set !(x0) containing x0 such that �!(x0) � 
 and suchthat jx � x0j�CB < �3 for every x 2 !(x0): Since �!0 is compact, we may choosea �nite subcollection, say !(x1); : : : ; !(x`) which covers �!(x0): Next, from the L2convergence, we choose N such that n � N implies that1j!(xi)j Z!(xi) jhn(x)� h(x)jdx < �3 ;9



for each i; where again jAj denotes the measure of A: We further note thatjh(x)� h(x0)jjx� x0j� � khkC�(!) � CkhkL2(
)and jhn(x)� hn(x0)jjx� x0j� � khnkC�(!) � CkhnkL2(
)for every x 2 ! and n � 1; in which we are using the fact that C and � depend on�; �; !; and 
; and not on the solutions and parameter values. Finally, we havethat, if x0 2 !; and if n � N; then there is a set !i = !(xi) such that x0 2 !i; andwe obtainjhn(x0)� h(x0)j � jh(x0)� 1j!ij Z! h(x)dxj+ j 1�(!) Z!i h(x)dx� 1j!ij Z!i hn(x)dxj+j 1j!ij) Z!i hn(x)dx� hn(x0)j� 1j!i Z!i jh(x0)� h(x)jdx+ 1j!ij Z!i jh(x)� hn(x)jdx+ 1j!ij Z!i jhn(x0)� hn(x)jdx< �3 + �3 + �3 = �which gives us the uniform convergence as desired.The results above combine to guarantee that J attains a minimum over the setK � G: In order to compute minimizers, we need a sequence KM � GM of �nitedimensional approximating parameter sets and a sequence of �nite dimensionalapproximations to the di�erential equation. For the di�erential equation, we usethe standard Galerkin approximation technique. Let V N � H10 be a sequence ofapproximating spaces such that the following holds:10



(Appr1) For each � 2 H10 ; there exist �N 2 V N such that k� � �NkH10 ! 0 asN !1:Many of the usual �nite element schemes satisfy this assumption (see, e.g., [BK,J]). One then seeks uN 2 V H such that (6) holds for all � 2 V N : The followingtheorem gives us the necessary convergence for parameter estimation.Lemma 3.2 Suppose that kN ! k in K, gN ! g in G; and that uN satis�es�kN (uN ; �) = FkN ;gN (�); for all � 2 V N , where V satis�es the property (Appr1)above. Then uN ! u in H10 ; where u satis�es the weak equation (6) with parametersk and g:Proof. The proof is very similar to the convergence proof above. We begin bychoosing a sequence ûN 2 V N satisfying kûN � ukH10 ! 0: It is then su�cient toshow that kûN � uNkH10 ! 0: Toward that end, we note that�kuN � ûNk2H10 � �kN (uN � ûN ; uN � ûN )= FkN ;gN (uN � ûN)� �kN (ûN ; uN � ûN)= FkN ;gN (uN � ûN)� �k(u; uN � ûN)+�k(u; uN � ûN )� �kn(u; uN � ûN) + �kn(u� ûN ; uN � ûN)� Z
 jkNrGN � krGj � jr(uN � ûN)j dx+ Z
 jkN � kj � jruj � jr(uN � ûN)j dx+�kukH10 kuN � ûNkH10 ;which as in the previous proof gives us the desired convergence.11



We remark here that this theorem provides a convergence results for cost func-tionals involving measurements of average h values. That is, if we set~J(k; g) = nXi=1��� 1j~!ij Z~!i h(x; k; g) dx� ĥi���2 + mXj=1��� 1j!j j Z!j k(x) dx � k̂j ���2and we de�ne ~JN is an analogous manner, we have that ~JN(kN ; gN )! ~J(k; g) asN ! 1; whenever kN ! k in K and gN ! g in G: If KN � K and GN � G arecompact and are chosen in such a way that for each pair (k; g) 2 K � G there isa sequence (kN ; gN) 2 KN � GN which converges to (k; g), then minimizers of ~JNover KM � GM converge subsequentially to minimizers of ~J over K � G (see [BK,pp. 143�]). We summarize these ideas in the following theorem.Theorem 3.3 Suppose that the hypotheses of the previous theorem are satis�ed,and that KM � K and GM � G are compact. Further, we assume that for eachpair (k; g) 2 K�G; there exists a sequence of pairs (kM ; gM ) 2 KM�GM such that(kM ; gM)! (k; g): Then any sequence of minimizers (kMN ; gMN ) of ~JN over KM�GMhas a convergent subsequence whose limit is a minimizer of ~J over K� G:Proof. The proof of this result is a direct application of the abstract least squarestheory of Banks (see, e.g., [BK, pp. 142�]), based on the convergence of ~JN(kN ; gN )to ~J(k; g): We remark here that the approximating parameter spaces are easilyconstructed. For example, one may take GM to be continuous piecewise linear�nite elements on a grid of M nodes (as long as GM � H1(@
)) which is H1bounded by � (which is the bound for G). The spaces KM can be piecewiseconstant functions on a grid of M nodes that satisfy the compactness constraintsof K: 12



In order to extend these results to the pointwise evaluation cost functionals, weneed some uniform convergence of the the approximate solutions, the uniformitybeing with respect to the spatial variable as well as the parameters. We shall needthe following estimate from �nite element analysis, whose general form and proofmay be found in [BNS].Theorem 3.4 Suppose that 
 is the m-fold Cartesian product of bounded openintervals (ai; bi); and that 
0 �� 
1 �� 
: We de�ne V N to be the m-fold tensorproduct of linear B-splines with nodes xik = ai+k(bi�ai)=N; 1 � i � m; 0 � k � N:If h 2 H3(
1) and hN 2 V N such that �k(h � hN ; �) = 0; for each � 2 V N ; thenthere exist N0 and M� depending on 
;
0 and kkkC1;1 such thatsup
0 jh(x)� hN (x)j � M�N khkH3(
1);where N � N0:We remark here that a careful examination of the constants M` and M� revealsthat the only dependence on k is through the H�older norms mentioned in thestatements above. Moreover, since these estimates are interior estimates, there isno dependence on g 2 H 12 :We have stated the estimate of [BNS] in a very limited form, but which issu�cient for our purposes here. The following theorem gives us the convergenceresult of interest for pointwise observations.Theorem 3.5 Suppose that 
;
0; and V N are as in the previous theorem. Sup-pose that KN � K is compact and that there exist constants BN ! 1 such that13



kkkC1;1(�
) � BN : Moreover, we assume that BN is chosen so that the productM�(BN )M1(BN)=N ! 0 as N !1: Let kN 2 KN ; gN 2 G such that kN ! k 2 Kand gN ! g 2 G: that uN satis�es �kN (uN ; �) = FkN ;gN (�); for all � 2 V N . SethN = uN +GN and h = u+G; where u solves (6) with parameters k and g: ThenhN ! h uniformly on 
0:Proof. Let ~uN be the solution of (6) with parameters kN and gN , and let! �� 
: Then by Theorem 3.2 we have that ~hN ! h uniformly on !. Our nextstep is to relate ~hN and hN : Toward that end, we note that ~hN � hN satis�es theequation �kN (~hN � hN ; �) = 0; 8� 2 V N :Thus, we may appeal to the previous theorem to obtainsup!j~hN (x)� hN (x)j �M��Nk~hNkH3(
) �M�M1�Nk~hNkL2(
):By our previous results, we have that k~hNkL2(
) is bounded uniformly in N; so byour choice of bounding constants BN we have the desired uniform convergence.4 ConclusionWe have developed here a convergence theory for parameter estimation in ground-water ow problems. The problem has been posed in su�cient generality to allowthe identi�cation of discontinuous hydraulic conductivities. Moreover, by usingapproximating parameter sets which contain su�ciently smooth conductivities,we obtain uniform convergence of the approximations, so that we may implementpointwise observation operators. 14
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